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ABSTRACT 

 

Higher order thinking skills (HOTS) is a concept of education reform based 

on learning taxonomies; Bloom's Taxonomy launched by Ministry of 

Education on 2013. Based on Bloom’s taxonomy, memorization and recall of 

information are classified as lower order thinking whereas analysing, 

evaluating and creating are classified as higher order. Stress is negative or 

overwhelming physical and psychological reactions as a response to the 

situations and how it affects us. This study consists of two populations, which 

are Form 1 and Form 2 students from SMK Dato’ Ahmad Maher (SMKDAM) 

and SMK Melor (SMKM). The sample size for SMKDAM and SMKM is 267 

and 213 students respectively. This study uses stratified sampling technique 

due to the respondents that come from heterogenous group; different form. 

The objectives of the study are to examine the significance and direct effect 

of HOTS’s components towards stress and to identify the mean difference on 

the effectiveness of HOTS between demographic information. Independent t-

test analysis indicates that there is significantly different in the effectiveness 

of HOTS according to gender for SMKM but not for SMKDAM. Meanwhile, 

there is significantly different in the effectiveness of HOTS between schools. 

Based on the goodness-of-fit indexes, both models employed in this study is 

a good fit to the data since NFI, RFI, IFI, TLI, CFI and GFI are close to 0.9. 

In addition, the RMSEA value also less than 0.8 indicates that the model is 

good fit to the data. Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) showed that HOTS 

are significantly affect student’s stress for both schools. The result also shows 

the relationship between variable and their respective components; there is an 

effect of analysing, evaluating and creating on HOTS among student and there 

is also an effect of behaviour, mind, physical and emotion on stress among 

student for both schools. 
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